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Sticky Note
Hello! My name is Paul Grant. I’m from the capital city of Canada… How many people know which city that is? Put your hand down if you thought it was Vancouver… or Montreal… or Toronto. The rest of the hands know, of course, that it’s Ottawa. The mystical land of Trudeau and poutine.
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I’m married and have two young daughters, whom I’m very thankful for today, which is Canadian Thanksgiving. We Canadians prefer to finish digesting our turkeys before Christmas.
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This is my second CSS Dev Conf. I was in Long Beach, California two years ago. It was on the Queen Mary, which is a permanently moored 1930s cruise ship. I absolutely credit that conference with my leap from intermediate to a senior level position. For a long time, I didn’t know what I didn’t know, and that conference showed me a million things I didn’t know. The research after that really broadened my skill set.
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About a year after that conference, I got a call from the company I work for now, Martello Technologies, about coming to work on their enterprise web application. It was a dream job for me - a step up in salary, and a senior title. My last question before signing was, “What browsers do you support?”
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Straight from the mouth of the VP of R&D, Doug Bellinger, I heard three words that sung like angels in my ear:
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“Chrome and Firefox”.
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It really is an amazing job - I really like the people I work with. On my first day, I was introduced to my co-workers. I was introduced to one in particular - “Paul, this is Alok.”  A little later, I heard someone else refer to him as “Aluk”. I asked him at lunch that day how to pronounce his name properly. He said it didn’t matter. I said, “Well, what does your mom call you?” He said, “Disappointment.”I got hired at this company to do a job. The application was 7 years old, and the CSS had gotten a little out of hand, the interface for each component of the application was whatever the developer working on that feature felt was best, and there was no clear person at the company to shepherd in the kind of changes needed. So I sat down at my desk and booted up the application.What’s the first time we do when we need to get to work on an existing project? Yeah, I booted up developer tools and started poking around. Here’s what I saw…
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iframes. iframes everywhere.At first, it was abject terror. This didn’t feel right. But I asked about it, and got some interesting answers. Angular and React and Vue and the discussion around native web components… It’s all really interesting because components are contained - their JavaScript and CSS don’t spill out of their little components. 8 years ago, those libraries didn’t exist, and Google was trying to push their technology, Google Gadgets. 
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Embed all your little bits of your application into these gadgets, and then you can share the gadget around to your your iGoogle page, or Google Desktop or Google Wave. The whole thing was a fairly clever idea that just never took off. But all of the CSS in each of these iframes was trapped in its own iframe and unable to affect anything outside of it. If someone broke a feature in their development, it was contained to their gadget and didn’t break the whole application. The same solid ideas that inspired parts of Angular and React and Vue were being done years earlier using iframes.
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But these gadgets were sharing stylesheets, not least among them, Bootstrap and other libraries. They were using ids and !importants to fight with styles from other places. I had to keep calling to mind a quote by a guy called Norm Kerth:



Regardless of what we discover, we understand and truly believe
that everyone did the best job they could, given what they knew
at the time, their skills and abilities, the resources available, and

the situation at hand.

Norm Kerth
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"Regardless of what we discover, we understand and truly believe that everyone did the best job they could, given what they knew at the time, their skills and abilities, the resources available, and the situation at hand.” My co-workers are all extremely intelligent, and they make up for my JavaScript inadequacies, but none of them will disagree with them when I say they don’t share my rabid obsession with CSS.There was a lot of inter-library demon spawn: jQuery UI, Bootstrap, Kendo… 
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There were icons for absolutely everything, and modals left, right and center. There was no question that this old jalopy needed a design system. I was given a style sheet that I had to follow, but I had to create everything else.Shortly after I started at Martello, the call for proposals for this conference opened up. Although I hadn’t applied a design system to a legacy product, I knew that by the time the conference rolled around, I would have! So my experience on this topic is certified fresh. Once I started doing some research about the topic...
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I found out some guy called “Harry Roberts” does a talk called “Refactoring CSS Without Losing Your Mind” which covers a lot of relevant points, so that’s a great talk to watch as a supplement to this one.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvTryZjGyg8
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Design Systems 101
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Style guide, pattern library, design system… You’ve heard some of those terms before - they’re pretty big buzzwords in the CSS community.
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They’re associated with names like Mina Markham, whom you just heard from. She spearheaded the design system for Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign. I laughed out loud when I read that she’d called the style guide “Pantsuit”.
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There’s Jina Bolton. I first heard Jina speak in 2015 about the Lightning Design System that she led while she was working for Salesforce. If you want an example of a well-designed design system, that’s an amazing place to start. One concept that I took away from Jina’s talk that I’ve carried with me for the last two years is this:



CLARITY > EFFICIENCY > CONSISTENCY > BEAUTY

Jina Bolton
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Clarity > Efficiency > Consistency > BeautyYour end goal is always getting the information to your user in the clearest way possible, even if it’s at the cost of a few extra clicks. Get the clarity taken care of first before you move onto making it as efficient as possible. Even if that efficiency is at odds with being consistent with other parts of the product, and consistency is more important than making it look pretty. 
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Brad Frost is another name you should check out. He wrote a book on Atomic Design, and created a web application called Pattern Lab and a whole bunch more. He’s definitely worth reading if you’re looking for more information.
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And Micah Godbolt is doing a workshop on design systems tomorrow if you want to go more into depth than I’m going to go here.



Write really great CSS once.
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The goal of a design system is to write really great CSS once. It’s creating a stylesheet containing CSS that’s clean and modular and scalable and accessible. When it’s done properly, developers will easily find the components they need to add to the product, and be able to put them in without worrying about how they’re going to look in their specific use-case. Let’s talk definitions. These aren’t industry standard, these are terms that I use when I’m talking about design systems. Some people use them interchangeably, but for the next 30 minutes, here’s how I’ll be using them.



style guide
/stīl gīd/

A document containing definitions for typefaces, colors, spacing,
and other design considerations.
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A style guide should come from a designer - it’s a document containing directions about how things should look. Color palettes and typefaces and line spacing and tone of voice in copy… Those sorts of things.



pattern library
/ˈpadərn ˈlīˌbrerē/

A website where a developer finds patterns for components.
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A pattern library is a website that lists your components. When a developer wants a button, she visits the pattern library, and clicks on the section for “Buttons”. That’s where she’ll find which buttons to use in which situations, code snippets that she can copy and paste into her code, and a list of modifier classes that will help her make the button fit in the way it’s supposed to.



design system
/dəˈzīn ˈsistəm/

The whole kit and kaboodle.
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The design system is the style guide, the pattern library, and the stylesheet that gets used in the product. It’s a whole kit of tools that define how any given component on the page is going to look.It’s difficult to create a design system properly. Responsive design, accessibility and browser support are things that have to be carefully considered and tested with every component you put into your design system. Writing your CSS in a way that’s both easy to debug and doesn’t conflict with existing styles are huge factors to consider.How good your design system can be is often a factor of how big the team working on it is. I use the word “team” loosely, because it’s often a team of 1. Martello is a fairly small company. I work with about 15 developers which is the size of some design system teams at larger companies. We don’t always get the opportunity to make the design system everything we want it to be. On the other hand, our design system doesn’t often have to support the needs of an entire presidential campaign. Perhaps you don’t need to support IE9, or maybe your application doesn’t need to work on a tablet. I’ll talk a little bit about how I created the design system at Martello before I move into how I think you should start yours. Without any other technical considerations, I’m going to say that at a bare minimum, you’ll make your life significantly easier with two tools:



Pre-processor

Naming Convention
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A good naming convention and a CSS preprocessor.



Naming Convention
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When I talk about a naming convention, I’m referring to a convention for naming our classes in CSS. There are a few conventions on the market. None of them are perfect, and very few people will admit to having mastered naming their classes. I definitely have not. There’s a Slack group for design systems that I’m a part of, and one of the active channels in that group is just called #naming-is-hard



BEM

OOCSS

ITCSS

SMACSS
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There are a few suggestions for conventions you can look at and evaluate. BEM, SMACSS and ITCSS are commonly named ones. SMACSS was created by Jonathan Snook, who’s here this weekend, and ITCSS was created by Harry Roberts, who’s also here this weekend. I, for one, would like to see a cage match between the two for the opportunity to be declared Naming Convention King of New Orleans, but I won’t hold my breath. I’ve used SMACSS before, but I’m currently using BEM. There’s no reason I chose BEM over SMACSS other than, “I haven’t done it before, and I’d like to try it.”Regardless of which standard you choose, they all strive to strip out ambiguity and make specificity a non-concern. Let’s look at BEM as an example just so I don’t offend Harry or Snook… Or offend them equally in any case. BEM stands for Block Element Modifier



 
       
<div class="cdc-contactCard"> 
  <h1 class="cdc-contactCard__contactName"></h1> 
  <img src="..." class="cdc-contactCard__contactImage" /> 
    <p class="cdc-contactCard__information"> 
        Phone: 294-555-9234 
    </p> 
    <p class="cdc-contactCard__information cdc-contactCard__information--
isUnavailable"> 
        Email: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p> 
    <p class="cdc-contactCard__information cdc-contactCard__information--
isUnavailable"> 
        Address: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p> 
</div> 
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Here’s the anatomy of a BEM class.The class contains a prefix, a Block and can then contain an Element and/or a Modifier. A prefix helps us distinguish our class from classes that have come in from an external library or that someone else has written.



 
       

cdc-  
  cdc-  
  cdc-  
    cdc-

 
    cdc-  cdc-

 
    cdc-  cdc-

 
 

 
 
     

<div class=" contactCard">
<h1 class=" contactCard__contactName"></h1>
<img src="..." class=" contactCard__contactImage" />

<p class=" contactCard__information"> 
        Phone: 294-555-9234 
    </p>

<p class=" contactCard__information contactCard__information--
isUnavailable"> 
        Email: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p>

<p class=" contactCard__information contactCard__information--
isUnavailable"> 
        Address: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p>
</div>
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Our prefix here stands for CSSDevConf It ensures that our CSS is encapsulated and not affected by anyone else’s CSS.



 
       

contactCard  
  contactCard  
  contactCard  
    contactCard

 
    contactCard  contactCard

 
    contactCard  contactCard

 
 

 
 
     

<div class="cdc- ">
<h1 class="cdc- __contactName"></h1>
<img src="..." class="cdc- __contactImage" />

<p class="cdc- __information"> 
        Phone: 294-555-9234 
    </p>

<p class="cdc- __information cdc- __information--
isUnavailable"> 
        Email: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p>

<p class="cdc- __information cdc- __information--
isUnavailable"> 
        Address: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p>
</div>
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The block is the base of the component. The capital T Thing that our other nodes are a part of. 



 
       

 
  __contactName  
  __contactImage  
    __information

 
    __information __information

 
    __information __information

 
 

 
 
     

<div class="cdc-contactCard">
<h1 class="cdc-contactCard "></h1>
<img src="..." class="cdc-contactCard " />

<p class="cdc-contactCard "> 
        Phone: 294-555-9234 
    </p>

<p class="cdc-contactCard cdc-contactCard --
isUnavailable"> 
        Email: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p>

<p class="cdc-contactCard cdc-contactCard --
isUnavailable"> 
        Address: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p>
</div>
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The elements are the sub-parts of our component - the stuff that make up the component as a whole. I show an element by beginning it with two underscores. 



 
       

 
   
   
    

 
     --
isUnavailable

 
     --
isUnavailable

 
 

 
 
     

<div class="cdc-contactCard">
<h1 class="cdc-contactCard__contactName"></h1>
<img src="..." class="cdc-contactCard__contactImage" />

<p class="cdc-contactCard__information"> 
        Phone: 294-555-9234 
    </p>

<p class="cdc-contactCard__information cdc-contactCard__information
"> 

        Email: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p>

<p class="cdc-contactCard__information cdc-contactCard__information
"> 

        Address: UNAVAILABLE 
    </p>
</div>
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The modifier modifies the block or elements. This class is always in addition to the class that it’s modifying. The only CSS it contains is the CSS that does the modifying.Is it verbose? Yes, it’s verbose. Writing out all these classes is less efficient than some of its alternatives. But you’ll remember the quote from Jina - clarity is ALWAYS more important than efficiency. Without looking at the rendered web page, I can see from my class names exactly what a node’s purpose is, and so can anyone else.Classes should aim to be additive, not subtractive. It’s a good idea to avoid using your modifiers to overwrite styles that the base class applied. If something is being overwritten, it’s a good indication that the base requires another modification class.



SCSS

LESS
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The other aspect is the CSS preprocessor. The two common ones are SCSS and LESS. Again, I’ve used both, and I have no clear indications that one is “better” than the other. I think the industry leans a bit more towards SCSS, but I think that as long as you’ve got a preprocessor, you’re doing better than if you didn’t have one.
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A preprocessor extends basic CSS. It provides more functionality than CSS gives you natively. You can do logical functions in a preprocessor, like for loops. The important part is that the output of a preprocessor is always valid CSS. 
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But for design systems, the important part of a preprocessor is the partials. Partials are small files that get collected and output into a larger file.



.cdc-form__label--large

_form.scss
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Debugging CSS can be a bit of a pain, but when you’ve got partials and naming conventions, that task becomes significantly easier. Suppose I find a CSS rule that’s causing me a headache on an element with the class .cdc-form__label--large I already know that this is a form element, that it’s a label and that it’s the large variety of label. I’ve created one partial for each Block from my naming convention. I know that if I want to change the CSS for this class, I’m going to go to my partials and find one called _form.scssThe only thing in that partial is CSS for the form block and its elements and modifiers.



https://github.com/davidhund

https://github.com/davidhund
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There are a few tools for pattern libraries. David Hund on Github has compiled a huge list of tools to help you create a pattern library. https://github.com/davidhund/styleguide-generatorsThere are tools that let you comment your CSS and those comments get turned into a pattern library. There are node tools, php tools, vue tools… You have the pick of the litter.Regardless of which pattern library you choose, it needs to contain some information. The list of your components, the usage guidelines about those components, code snippets to use those components and all iterations modifications you can add to those components.Like I said, the goal of the design system is to write really good CSS once. Make small, reusable components that every developer across your organization can use.



The Sale
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Now that I’ve convinced you why a design system is important, let’s talk about getting it into your website or application that already exists. The first thing you’ll need to do on Thursday morning is convince your boss that you need a design system.



(c) 1983 CSSinate Games
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Now, I was hired to revamp the CSS on this product, so I didn’t have to convince my boss that we needed a design system. But even if your boss is easily convinced, you’ll probably have to convince your co-workers too. Let’s play the 1980s hit game, The Boss.In this game, your boss presents arguments on why a design system isn’t necessary.



NO! No design systems.

We already have Bootstrap
We don't need it
It's not on the roadmap

⏵
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We already use Bootstrap



It has things we don't need.

It doesn't have everything we do need.

It will be just as easy.

You can do better than Bootstrap!
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Bootstrap is really great for rapid prototyping of a concept. Once you know it, it’s easy to use. But there are a few issues with it:1) If you take the whole package, there’s going to be a lot of bloat. A lot of CSS and JavaScript that’s being loaded and never used. I can tell you with 100% certainty that our enterprise software application doesn’t use the Bootstrap Carousel. But those bits of CSS and JavaScript get loaded anyway.2) Bootstrap lovers are quick to point out you don’t have to download the entire package. You can just pull the parts you want. But it was all crafted to be general purpose and have contingencies and options, and there are and will be options you don’t need. That’s bloat.3) Yes, you have Bootstrap, but you’re highly customizing it and fighting with it for those customizations. It has lots you don’t want, and doesn’t have everything you do. So it makes sense to build something that’s BETTER than Bootstrap that’s exactly customized to your needs.4) Developers will say “but I already know Bootstrap syntax” and you’ll just say “The new syntax will be as easy to read as Bootstrap, and there will be similar code snippets and examples.



NO! No design systems.

We already have Bootstrap
We don't need it
It's not on the roadmap

⏵
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We don't need a design system



Work is getting duplicated

The UI/UX has inconsistencies

Sloppy code means sloppy work
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Luckily, you will have come prepared for this already. You will have audited your entire product to find components that should be the same, but were written by different people. Find inconsistencies in UI and UX, and point out that in the places that it’s different, two people did the same work. With a design system, the work gets done once and then shared.



NO! No design systems.

We already have Bootstrap
We don't need it
It's not on the roadmap⏵
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Good idea, but it's not on the roadmap



It can be rolled out over time

A few hours per week for setup

It will make future feature development faster
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A design system represents absolutely no income from your end users, and it does represent an investment of time. But you’ve shown that you can accomplish two things: prevention of duplication of work, and a more consistent user experience. In addition, it’s important to note that this doesn’t have to be an all-at-once project. You don’t need to tackle the entire user interface before your next release. Probably anything is better than what you had before, so even if you have a mix of new and old for a little while, that’s better than staying with old forever. Ask for three hours a week of time to start working on it - adjust to what you think you can get away with.



Okay! You win!



The Groundwork
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Once we’ve got permission to go ahead, we’ve got some groundwork to do. We need to look at where our pattern library will live, and how we’re going to maintain it. There are some technical considerations you should look at when you get to this stage.



Open-source as a project model for internal work.

Kevin Lamping
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At Martello, I treat our design system as an open source project. A guy called Kevin Lamping did a great talk in 2015 called “Fostering an Open Source Culture at Work”. Your design system doesn’t have to be open to the public, but has to be open to your co-workers. If someone needs a component added, every developer has the opportunity to add that component to the design system. I’ll shepherd that work into the project, but I try not to be a dictator. So think about which git repo your design system will live in, and how it will get compiled, and what your co-workers will need to do to get access to it.
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For example, I decided early on to build our pattern library in Jekyll. Jekyll is a static-site generator. It’s a Ruby-based content management system that takes in partials built with markdown and Liquid and compiles them into just plain-old static HTML pages. It’s a CMS without a database. Jekyll is the vehicle for compiling the SCSS into the stylesheet that our product uses. So our entire design system is in the same repo as our main project. Whenever my co-workers pull from the main development trunk, the latest version of the design system comes with it. They can navigate to the pattern library from their local instance. The final deploy stage just ignores all of the Jekyll files except for the generated stylesheet.
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Once the technical aspects are considered, it’s time to start building. You need to provide a base of components that’s going to help your co-workers understand what it is you’re trying to do, and make a visual impact on the project that will help people “get it”. Take the audit that you did when you tried to convince your boss that a design system was necessary. Build the buttons, the form elements, the tables, the typography, the layout grid. Build the main pieces that you’re going to need.
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It’s important to have good documentation. Code snippets, explanations of when to use which components, a list of all of the classes and modifiers for a given component. Make it easy for a developer to find what they’re looking for, understand what input is expected of them, and get the component into the product as quickly and easily as possible.Get the most common components in so that your launch makes the biggest visual impact.



The Launch
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Once your preliminary pattern library is done, do a pull of your product, and start applying it. Find a few pages that contain the components you’ve put into your pattern library, and change them over. You might not be pushing this branch back in. But it’s a great idea to have an impactful demo for your co-workers. A huge part of the success of this project is getting their buy-in. You want them to say, “Yes, I understand what this is, and I understand why we need it.” 



Why?

How?

What?
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Your demo should consist of three things: the Why, the How and the What. 



Why?
Reducing duplication of work
Creating something better than Bootstrap
Giving users a more consistent experience
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We covered the Why - reducing duplication of work, creating something better than Bootstrap, and giving the customers a more consistent experience. 



How?
Pattern library
Good documentation
Naming convention
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The How is the demo of the pattern library - show off your components and your documentation. Show them your classes are named as clearly, if not more clearly, than Bootstrap - using BEM or SMACSS is a good way to make sure you’re doing this properly. Jonathan Snook, the creator of SMACSS, is here this week, so track him down if you want more information on that.



What?
Show off some changes
Either mock-up as image, or in the browser
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The What is showing off the product with new components implemented. You want people to say, “Oh yeah, that looks better.” You might be hacking some stuff in to make it work - you may very well be putting lipstick on a pig. But show them something polished that looks better than it does now.



We're ready!
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Your design system is now ready to be introduced into the product.



Rolling out a pattern library is infinitely harder than
building one.

Dave Rupert
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"Rolling out a Pattern Library is infinitely harder than building one" - Dave Rupert



Rolling out a pattern library is infinitely harder than building one.

Dave Rupert
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Dave says “infinitely” but I just scratch that out. It’s definitely harder, but it’s manageable!



The Obstacles
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We touched on rolling out the changes earlier. No boss is going to let you tear out the entire front-end and introduce a brand-new one in a single release cycle. And they shouldn’t. 



Don't go into a tunnel you can't see the end of

Paraphrased from Harry Roberts
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Harry Roberts often talks about seeing tasks as walking through a tunnel. If you get so far into the tunnel that you can neither see the beginning nor the end, you’re in big trouble. Iterating and moving along one component at a time makes sense.
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I’ll start to show you some examples of what I’m doing at work these days. Your first instinct is going to be to say, “Uhhhh… That looks exactly the way it did when you showed it at the beginning.” Let me first defend myself by saying that I have a style guide I have to stick to. But aside from that, you’re nearly right. We’re still in the roll-out phase. I don’t expect that we’ll be finished all of the gadgets for a long time. We apply the design system to the new features going in, and try to clean up the older components when we have time.We started with the general page layout - the main navigation and gadget layout. Our main navigation was a series of icons with no text. Things were either in the “gear” menu or the “wrench” menu and you had to sort of guess which one it went into. The Wrench menu became sort of a dumping ground for any tool anyone created. One of my co-workers commented “it might as well be a bucket icon - we just put everything in there anyway”. We took the navigation out of the blue header and put it on its own line. Using position sticky (no JavaScript), our navigation is now always at the top of the page, always accessible to the user. The same goes for our sidebar and our filter functionality. The page layout is done with CSS grid. What was previously Bootstrap rows and columns is now native CSS. It does what it needs to do whether or not we include the sidebar in a layout on a given page, and it’s very easy to make gadgets full-width or take up multiple rows. We’ve reduced the number of selectors and nodes required for a gadget, and streamlined the options used to instantiate one on a page.There was a problem that a co-worker tried to solve just before the design system came into place to take care of the layout for the pages. His task was to make sure that our dashboards looked okay when they were printed. But some gadgets didn’t make sense on a printed page. His solution was to use JavaScript to evaluate if a gadget had to be hidden when printed, and if that gadget shared a Bootstrap row with another gadget, to make sure that the remaining gadget filled the space properly. It was the right solution for Bootstrap, but with CSS Grid Layout, hiding a gadget just works. 



Prefixes

Prefixes for CSS, JS, automated testing, etc...
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As we go through this application, we need to know whether or not a component has been touched by the design system or not. Often you can tell by looking at it, but it’s nice to know by looking at the codebase whether it’s “old” or “new”. This is where our prefixes come in from our naming convention. All of our classes now start with “mds-” for “Martello Design System”. As a tip outside the scope of this talk, I’ve also asked developers to not use mds- selectors for their JavaScript. They should use a js- prefix so that if I ever need to change the name of a class in the design system, it won’t break someone else’s JavaScript. You can do the same for automated testing, or any other process that requires a selector. The prefix can tell you the intent of the class and prevent someone from removing it if their intent is still required.
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Once I started adding new classes in and changing the layout, things started breaking quickly. Bootstrap did not like having a new kid on the block. My styles that worked beautifully in my pattern library were breaking when they were forced to play with Bootstrap. Furthermore, whenever a co-worker in the past had used an id as a selector or an !important declaration, that gave me another hurdle to leap over. So we introduced a file called...
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HULK SMASH



pgrant
Stamp
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My two daughters are 5 and 6. They’re best friends, but sometimes they fight. And when they’re really refusing to get along, I put them in the get-along shirt. They have to share the same space until one of them is ready to give up the fight. That’s what our Hulk Smash file does. Use whatever tactics you have in your arsenal to fix the situation.
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Your co-worker used an id as a selector and so now it has higher specificity? Use that id AND a class to beat it into submission. Bootstrap added an important declaration to their rule that you don’t like? Make your rule important important! This file is the peacemaker between what you’re introducing and what’s there already.
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 It’s like Ryan Reynolds to Samuel L. Jackson. Your design system is coming in, and it’s going to be the only kid on the block soon. Until then, it needs protection. Someday, you’re going to remove the reference to Bootstrap.css and hope that everything’s still standing. Once that’s done, your Hulk Smash can come out too. But until that day, it’s a necessary evil.



Specificity
Type selectors p, h1, section
Class selectors .mds-button, [name*="mds-"]
ID selectors #myDiv
!important

pgrant
Sticky Note
Let’s do a quick primer on specificity and then we’ll talk about some ways to force your classes in.There are four levels of specificity: type selectors like p or h1class selectors like .content or .mds-button and attribute selectorsID selectors like #myDiv!important



1000s 100s 10s 1s

0 1 5 0

pgrant
Sticky Note
We learned the values columns in elementary school: 1s, 10s, 100s, 1000s. It doesn’t matter how many digits you have in the 1s columns - if you have a 1 in the 10s column, it’ll always be higher. That philosophy applies to CSS specificity too.



!important id class type

0 1 5 0

<style>
    .myId { color: red; }
    .class1.class2.class3.class4.class5 { color: blue; }
</style>

<div id="myId" class="class1 class2 class3 class4 class5">Text</div>

Text

pgrant
Sticky Note
It doesn’t matter if we have 5 classes or 1000 classes in our selector - 1 id will beat it out.



<style>
  #myDiv { color: red !important; }
</style>

<div id="myId">Text</div>

!important id class type

1 1 0 0

div#myId { color: blue !important; }
[id="#myId"]#myId { color: blue !important; }

pgrant
Sticky Note
So when the element we want to override looks like this:<div id=”myDiv”></div>And its CSS looks like this:#myDiv { color: red !important; }That’s got a 1 in the !important column and a 1 in the id column. Our selector will need to at least have that much specificity. Here are some options:div#myDiv { color: blue !important; }[id=”myDiv”]#myDiv { color: blue !important; }Is it ugly? Yes. But it can make its way into your Hulk Smash file. 



Lead Time
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Sticky Note
Another obstacle you’re going to encounter is the lead time. Someone’s developing a new feature and needs a new component created. This isn’t always a process that can go through development and cross-browser testing before the developer’s commit can go in. In fact, you might be on vacation or at a conference in New Orleans when the component is needed. I don’t know if you heard my phone buzz just a few minutes ago, but that was Disappointment asking me for a new component.



This was a problem anyway, even before your design system.

Bootstrap might not have had the component either.
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Sticky Note
Let me start by saying that this was a problem before your implementation too. Whether your design system was in or you were still relying on Bootstrap, something new has to be created. Pre-design system, that person might have crammed some more classes down Bootstrap’s throat. And now they might cram some classes down your design system’s throat. It would also still be a problem if you were creating a design system for a new product that wasn’t legacy. You have to balance the speed of development with the knowledge that not everyone has the skill set to write modular, scalable CSS. But there’s a way to make sure that it gets looked at and properly dealt with.



_probation.scss

Stores probationary CSS

Put a placeholder in the pattern library

pgrant
Sticky Note
The solution is a probation file - a collection of proposed additions to the design system. This is a SCSS partial that should be empty when you ship a release of your product. Your co-workers can and should make their best attempt at making their own component and document what they did. When you’re back, you can check over their work, make any changes, test it in your browser suite, and move the rules where they’re supposed to go. New components should also, at the very minimum, get a placeholder in the pattern library. You don’t want to forget that someone made a component that’s available for other people to use. 



Wrap-up
New features use the design system
Roll out to older components one at a time
Tackle conflicts by using a single file of overwrites
Give new components documentation
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Sticky Note
To wrap up, once you get the go-ahead to create a design system, you want to implement it from two ends: new feature development should use the design system, and then roll out the design system to old components one at a time. Tackle conflicts from old CSS by using a single file filled with ugly selectors and declarations that forces your CSS to have the higher specificity. Lastly, when a component is born, give it some documentation. Even if its rules and name aren’t finalized yet, get the idea of it down on paper so other people know it is or will be available.



Paul Grant
Twitter: @cssinate

https://twitter.com/cssinate
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Sticky Note
Hello! My name is Paul Grant. I’m from the capital city of Canada… How many people know which city that is? Put your hand down if you thought it was Vancouver… or Montreal… or Toronto. The rest of the hands know, of course, that it’s Ottawa. The mystical land of Trudeau and poutine.
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